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Tel: 510.398.0770
info@pendulux.com
www.pendulux.com

Pendulux is proud to present to you a whole new collection for 2020.
What started as a small product line with just a handful of SKUs has now grown to
hundreds of items. Our production capabilities have grown immensely, making our supply
chain the best it has ever been. You, our customer, have given us incredible feedback
about what has been successful and what you would like to see from us in the future.
This support has helped us to broaden our offering to include dramatic new choices in
furniture and lighting as well as a range of new home accents.
All of us appreciate your continued support of our line and will, in turn, do everything we
can to make sure that both you and your customers are delighted with their purchase
from Pendulux.
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FURNITURE
ANDREAS ACCENT CHAIR
SEANDBK

Genuine leather, iron. 29” x 25.5” x 33”. Perfect for any
man-cave, the Andreas accent chair features a thick
distressed leather seat and backrest perched on an
iron frame with a brushed, polished finish. The same
thick leather wraps the arm rests to complete this
sturdy yet comfy seat.

pg 11

CAMBRIA ARMCHAIR
SECAMBR

Genuine leather, foam, feather seat cushion. 34.5” x 31.5” x
34”. Classic styling on the Cambria Armchair fits into a

myriad of home décor styles, from traditional to modern
industrial. The soft weathering of the leather upholstery
is set off by a beautiful cognac hue and brass toned tacks
with antiqued finish.

pg 13
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FURNITURE
GOLF CHAIR
SEGOLCR

Genuine leather, metal. 32” x 28” x 26”. A directorstyle armchair suited to the golfing enthusiast
with a distinct sense of style. Crafted from
sturdy leather in a dark brown color, the frame is
constructed from replica golf clubs that cross to
form a sturdy base. Whimsically finished with golf
ball finials, this chair makes a unique addition to
den, office or game room.

CALISTOGA CHAIR

CALISTOGA OTTOMAN

Genuine leather, metal,
wood. 37” x 25” x 36”.

Genuine leather, metal.
18.5” x 20” x 15”.

SECALRD red
SECALBL black
SECALBR brown

An industrial iron metal frame features a softly brushed finish and is
accented with wood arms in a contrasting light finish. A distressed
leather seat is fixed to the frame with a series of buckles giving a relaxed and bohemian flair to the modern materials. Available in three
colors. Matching ottoman sold separately.

SECOTRD red
SECOTBL black
SECOTBR brown

chair red

chair black
chair brown

chair black
chair brown

ottoman red

ottoman black
chair red
ottoman brown
ottoman red
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pg 13

FURNITURE
TORRANCE COUNTER STOOL

TORRANCE DINING CHAIR

Genuine leather, foam, metal.
40” x 21.5” x 25”.

Genuine leather, foam, metal.
29” x 21” x 24.5”

SETORCS

SETORCR

Give your home an updated look with the
retro-modern style of the Torrance Chair. A soft
top grain leather bucket seat is finished in a
contemporary toffee color. The exposed
seams give a relaxed feel
while the rubbed metal
finish of the tubular
frame contrasts with
a more industrial
style. Available in
both dining and bar
heights.
counter stool

dining chair
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FURNITURE
GORMAN BAR STOOL

WILLOW BAR STOOL

JONATHAN BAR STOOL

Genuine leather, iron. 36” x 16.5” Dia.

Wood, iron. 33” x 18” Dia. Honoring the

Upholstery, iron. 25” x 17” Dia. The
Jonathan Stool is a modern take
on the industrial work stool.
A hammered metal frame is
painted in black and topped with
a comfortable cushioned heightadjustable seat upholstered in a
variegated gray fabric.

SEGORBR

The Gorman Bar Stool sports
gracefully curved yet sturdy iron
legs that feature an industrial
loft style finish. A comfortable
padded seat is wrapped in gently
weathered, deep brown top-grain
cow leather. Adjustable height to fit
neatly at any bar or counter.

SEWILBS

SEJONBS

classic stools used in factories and
workshops, the Willow Stool is made
from sturdy metal and wood to stand the
test of time. A footrest runs the circumference and a height-adjustable seat
make it functional in any location.

JASON DINING TABLE
TBJASDT

Elm, iron. 30” x 42” Dia. The Jason Dining Table features
a solid elm top with a warm, weathered finish. The
aged wood is tightly constructed with an outer band
to give a contemporary feel. Solid iron legs are given
a hammered and distressed finish to complement the
rustic yet modern styling.
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FURNITURE

ROBIN DINING TABLE
TBROBDT

Reclaimed elm. 30” x 48” Dia.

THOMAS CONSOLE TABLE
TBTHOCT

Reclaimed elm. 32” x 56” x 16”

Made from carefully selected reclaimed elm
boards, the Thomas Console and Robin Dining
Table give a nod to mid-century design with
a modern feel. The wood is finished in a
natural tone that showcases the beauty of the
tabletop’s uniquely aged surface.

dining table

console table
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FURNITURE

pg 44

pg 59

pg 10

pg 8

pg 8

pg 6
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FURNITURE
EUGENE BOOKSHELF
SHEUGBS

Reclaimed fir, iron. 64” x 60” x 16”.

An intricate chevron pattern is constructed from fir planks and
inlaid into each of the shelves on the Eugene Bookshelf. The
pattern of the shelves
is showcased by a
simple hammered
metal frame.

FLORENCE BOOKSHELF
SHFLOBS

Reclaimed pine & fir, iron.
72” x 32” x 14”.

The Florence Bookshelf
is solidly constructed
of aged, hammered iron
sculpted into spiked
legs with flame-like tips.
Weathered pine shelves
complete the moody feel
of this stately piece.
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FURNITURE
ALICE SIDE TABLE

SANDRA CONSOLE TABLE

Fir & pine, concrete. 22” x 18”Dia. Bringing the outdoors

Reclaimed elm, iron. 32” x 52” x 16”. The monolithic design of
the Sandra Console gives it a distinct modernity while the
finish of the weathered wooden top and aged metal legs
add a contrasting relaxed feeling. This play of design and
material make the table appropriate for a broad range of
home design styles.

TBALIST

TBSANCT

to your home in the most fabulous way, the tree-like
Alice Side Table is crafted of reclaimed fir and pine
wood in graceful weaving slats. Topped with a flat
concrete slab that adds
an urban twist, it is at
home in a multitude
of environments.

JEFFERSON CONSOLE
TABLE

JEFFERSON COCKTAIL
TABLE

Reclaimed elm, iron.
30” x 54” x 18”.

Reclaimed elm, iron.
18” x 46” x 46”.

TBJEFCS

TBJEFCT

A striking pinwheel pattern is crafted from weathered,
reclaimed elm wood to construct the tops of the Jefferson
Console Table and Cocktail Table. Hammered iron is used for
the frame and legs giving these tables a truly unique form.

console table

cocktail table
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FURNITURE
SHIP PROPELLER TABLE
TBSPRSM brass
TBSPRAL aluminum
Cast iron, brass, cast aluminum and
glass. 28.5” x 22” Dia.
A vintage 1920s boat propeller is
recast as the focal point of this
sturdy side table. Cast iron legs
support the propeller shaft-inspired,
riveted brass column. A 22” X 3/8”
thick glass top allows a clear view
of the structure beneath. Available
in brass or aluminum finish.

brass

aluminum

NEPTUNE TABLE

TBNEPLG large
TBNEPSM small
Cast aluminum, steel, glass and brass.
Large: Height adjustable 37” - 43” x 29” Dia.
Small: Height adjustable 19” - 27” x 22” Dia.
Imagined in solid rough-cast aluminum and
brass, the Neptune Tables add a new spin to
our line. Heavy tripod legs surmount a locking
screw-post mechanism allowing for height
adjustment and secure positioning of the thick
round glass top. Functional brass fittings provide utility and accent.

small

large
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FURNITURE
The perfect spot for your martini or old fashioned is on a “spot table” next to your
favorite chair. The Tillman Spot is finished in a variegated gunmetal gray and the
Tibbot Spot has a burnished antiqued gold hue. Each is adjustable from 20 – 36” high.

TILLMANN SPOT TABLE

TIBBOT SPOT TABLE

Cast aluminum
Height adjustable
20” - 36” x 12” x 12”.

Cast aluminum
Height adjustable
20” - 36” x 12” Dia.

VTBTILAL

VTBTIBAL

RALPH BAR SET
TBRALBS
2 Stools, 1 table
Reclaimed elm, iron.
Table: 42” x 30” Dia.
Stools (each): 30” x 13” Dia.

RALPH STOOL SET
SERALBS
2 Stools

A fusion of modern lines and
rustic warmth, the Ralph Bar
Set is at home in a variety of
home décor styles. The solid
iron legs are sculpted into
geometric lines that intrigue
the eye while the tops of the
table and stools use reclaimed
elm that shows its own unique
pattern crafted by age.

Reclaimed elm, iron.
Stools (each): 30” x 13” Dia.

bar set
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stool set

TABLE CLOCKS

THUNDERBOLT TABLE CLOCK

BIPLANE TABLE/WALL CLOCK

Polished aluminum and brass. 5.5” x 10” x 4”. The Thunderbolt is
inspired by American fighter planes of the 1940s, in particular the
gutsy P-47. We’ve taken liberties on the more serious designs of
those planes and made ours more playful and desk-friendly.

Brass and cast aluminum. 5.5” x 14” x 3”. As if right out of
the annals of the famous American Flyers of the Lafayette
Escadrille of the First World War, our Biplane Clock neatly
captures the essence of America’s first practical military
aircraft. Our Biplane clock is ready for action whether at taxi
on your desk or in flight on your wall.

TCBIPAL

TCTHUAL
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TABLE CLOCKS
NAVIGATOR TABLE CLOCK
TCNVGAL

Painted aluminum and
cast iron. 6” x 3.5” x
2.5”. The case, clock
dial and knobs on the
Navigator are a direct
copy from a WWII vintage
American aircraft panel
clock. The grey paint
is exactly matched to
the original piece – and
carefully aged to match
the original’s patina from
years of use.

RUFUS TABLE CLOCK
TCRUFBR

Brass and polished aluminum. 8” x 4.25” x 3.25”. The Rufus
Table Clock is a playful juxtaposition of scientific instrumentation
and offbeat gadgetry, evoking a desire to engage with its various
fittings and adjustments. Rufus adjusts to a desired viewing
angle with the turn of its brass knob.

NAUTILUS TABLE CLOCK
TCNAUAL

Cast aluminum, brass and marble.
7.5” x 17.5” x 6”. The Nautilus Table Clock is
every bit as complex and precise as the circa
1902 French torpedo that inspired the shape
and components on this imaginative clock.
The most intricate timepiece in our collection,
the brass details throughout feature several
moving parts, including a solid brass fourblade propeller and operable dive planes.
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TABLE CLOCKS
OOFO TABLE CLOCK

ROCKET TABLE CLOCK

TCOOFAL

TCRKTAL

Cast polished aluminum and
brass. 8” x 8”, adjustable
height from 8” to 10”. From
the far reaches of the
universe comes the Oofo
Table Clock. Directly inspired
by the pages of 1950s sci-fi
comics, this relic of retro
futuristic fins and antenna
features an acrylic window
for alien observation and an
adjustable stand that allows for
alternate angles of aerial attack.

Polished cast aluminum and
brass. 17” x 4.5” x 5”. An icon
from the birth of the space
age, our Rocket Clock houses
a retro 1950s dial and hands
amidst sleek lines of polished
aluminum and brass. An
homage to model rocket ships
from the 1950s.

WALL VERSION
p49

ROVER TABLE CLOCK

SPACEMAN TABLE CLOCK

Polished aluminum and brass.
8” x 8” x 6.5”. We designed this clock to operate under a
range of gravitational extremes, specially fitted with rolling
wheels to handle Martian terrain. With brass fittings and
detail among heavy polished aluminum, and glass lens
protecting the mid-century dial and hands, this clock is at
home in Earthling cities and Mars
colonies alike.

Cast aluminum and brass. 7.5” x 3.5”
x 3.5”. Inspired by early Russian space
capsules, the Spaceman Table Clock
pays homage to the earliest days of
space exploration.

TCSPCAL

TCROVNK
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TABLE CLOCKS
SPEEDSTER TABLE/WALL CLOCK
TCSPEAL

Polished aluminum and brass. 9” x 10” x 5”.
A faithful replica of a steering wheel used in a 1960s
British sports car. The red face is even
patterned after a speedometer
taken from a car of the same
period. The wrapped wheel
makes the Speedster an
elegant nod to race cars
of days gone by.

TEEVEE TABLE CLOCK

ORBIT TABLE CLOCK

Cast polished aluminum and brass. 6” x 4.5” x 4.5”. Straight
from the living rooms of 1950s America, tune in with the
Teevee Table Clock. Inspired by the classic television sets, it
is outfitted with a solid brass antenna, feet, and bevel, while
the two-tone dial harkens back to the days of black-andwhite displays and ensures that you will never miss your
favorite program.

Solid cast aluminum and heavy convex glass lens with brass
details. 8” x 5” x 8”. Inspired by cool late 1950s “space-age”
automobile dashboard instruments, our version grants an
extra sense of drama due to the distortion created by the
heavy, thick lens. Vintage 1950s atomic age clock dial and
period hands complement the polished aluminum case.

TCORBAL

TCTEEAL
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TABLE CLOCKS
OPHELIA TABLE CLOCK

SOPHIA TABLE CLOCK

TCOPHAL

TCSOPAL

Nickel plate, brass. 8.5” x 4.5” x
2.25”. A copy of a vintage French
mantel clock, the Ophelia Table
Clock is an elegant addition to any
mantel. This clock radiates with
its long frame and off white dial
standing bowed on graceful, curved
legs.

Nickel plate and brass. 8.5” x 4.5” x
2.25”. Sister to our immensely popular
Ophelia, the Sophia was given a
midnight blue dial that dramatically
contrasts with cream colored
clock hands. A decorative loop
originally found on a carriage
clock was added to the top to
create a strikingly different
timepiece.

STEPHANIE TABLE CLOCK

JUANITA TABLE CLOCK

Brass and nickel plate. 8.5” x 4.5” x 2.25”.
A graceful and simply elegant time
keeping companion for desk, side table
or bedside, the Stephanie Table Clock
features a Deco inspired dial with
crisp geometric hands to show the
time at a glance.

Polished aluminum and brass.13.5”
x 6” x 6”. Decidedly industrial
parts are all re-imagined into
something truly refined. The legs of
the Juanita Table Clock are copied
from an attachment used in an early
electric paint mixer. Brass fillister
screws decorate the frame of the
art nouveau dial and a circa 1895
carpenter’s plumb bob is recast as a
hanging brass decoration.

TCSTPBR
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TABLE CLOCKS
ALTIMETER TABLE CLOCK

TCALTBK
TCALTAL

black
aluminum

Black painted or polished cast
aluminum and solid brass.
5” x 4” x 6.5”.

ALTIMETER ALARM CLOCK
ACALTBK
ACALTAL

black
aluminum

Black painted or polished cast
aluminum and solid brass.
5” x 4” x 4.5”.
Positioned weightily on your table in its cast aluminum
casing and solid brass hardware, this compact and
rugged clock evokes the graceful power of the bygone
days of aviation’s golden age. Patterned after a 1939
Army Air Corps altimeter, the high-contrast black dial
and cream color hands compel precision and purpose.
Our newest addition to the popular Altimeter series is
the alarm version with a reliable quartz alarm movement
and handy on/off switch sitting smartly on top.
WALL VERSION
p47

black

aluminum
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alarm aluminum

TABLE CLOCKS
DIVER HELMET DESK CLOCK

CHARLOTTE TABLE CLOCK

Antiqued brass. 7” x 5” x 6.25”. Our Diver Helmet Desk Clock
features a clever hand wheel mechanism that allows for adjustment
of the viewing angle to counter low and high tides. Detailed vents
and ports convey the industrial nature of this early 20th Century
piece of diving equipment.

Cast and machined brass. 6.5” x
2.5” x 2.5”. This robust table
clock stands petite,
yet glows with a solid
presence on your
desk. It features
a unique heavy
convex glass lens
that magnifies an
aged dial that once
graced the busy
floors of a Paris
boutique.

TCDHDBR

TCCHABR

SPACE BUG TABLE CLOCK
TCSBGAL
Polished cast aluminum and machined brass. 5.25” x 4.5” x 5”.
The cutest clock on any planet, our Space Bug Table Clock
shows accurate earth time on a Mars-red dial, viewed through a
solid brass porthole. Perched atop three conical brass feet, the
polished cast aluminum body wards off gamma rays. A brass
antenna seeks out new life and new civilizations.
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TABLE CLOCKS

COCKPIT TABLE CLOCKS
TCCPTAL
TCCPTBK

aluminum
black

Painted black or polished aluminum. 6.5” x 12”x 4”. Take
to the skies with the Pendulux Cockpit Table Clock. Cast
directly from an original WWII USAF steering yoke, this
table clock features a vintage aircraft instrument dial
and hands to accurately show time at a quick glance as
you barrel along at white-knuckle speeds. Polished solid
aluminum and brass accents take you back to the golden
days of aviation. Available in painted black or polished
aluminum.
aluminum

black

MOUSE TABLE CLOCK

VICTORIA TABLE CLOCK

Solid brass with glass lens. 2.5” x 4.5” x 6”. Patterned after a
brass original which graced a locomotive’s firewall in a vertical
position and angled upwards so that the standing engineer
could view the time while driving.
The large key could be wound with
heavy gloves on. Our scale
reproduction is intended to be
placed horizontally on a table or desk.

Solid brass base, support,
& clock housing with glass
lens. 12.5” x 4.5” x 3”.
Simple yet elegant, this clock
is patterned after an 18th
century brass candlestick.
Delicate turned brass finial is
from an early English mantel
clock. Vintage design dial.

TCMOUBR
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TABLE CLOCKS

PILOT HOUSE TABLE CLOCK
TCPILBR
Sheet brass. 7" x 7.5" x 6”.
The Pilot House Table Clock is far more than a clock. A
staple on every ship’s bridge, a vintage compass binnacle is
repurposed as a clock, phone holder, pen and pencil caddy, and
pencil sharpener making this a perfect multi-functional desk
accessory.

FILISTER TABLE CLOCK

CANTEEN TABLE CLOCK
TCCANAL

Brass and polished aluminum. 5” x 5” x 2.5”.
The body of the Filister is replicated
from a large steel nut used in bridge
construction. Decorated with
enlarged copies of early filister
head screws, popular on early 20th
century machinery and scientific
instruments.

Polished cast aluminum and cast brass.
5.25" x 4.5" x 2.5”.
A circa 1917 US Doughboy canteen
is the inspiration for this stout
table clock. Fitted with a
shrapnel grille - designed to
protect early wristwatches
from bomb blasts accurate time is securely
presented on your desk.

TCFILAL
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TABLE CLOCKS
KARL TABLE CLOCK
TCKARAL
Polished cast aluminum and cast in machined brass.
17" x 7" x 7”. Straight out of the future - or a blast
from the Space Age past - Karl the Robot Table Clock
stands (or sits) as a friendly sentinel on your desk
or side table. Cast in heavy polished aluminum and
sporting oversized solid brass accents and hardware,
Karl conveys the time of day through a thick glass
lens, impervious to the elements. Adjustable arms
repurposed from antique wrenches reach out in
greeting. When seated, Karl will even hold your iPad
or tablet for easy viewing.

STAND VERSION
p36
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TABLE CLOCKS

ROYCE TABLE CLOCK
TCROYBR

SHERMAN TABLE CLOCK
TCSHEBR

SPITFIRE TABLE CLOCK
TCSPTBR

Brass and polished aluminum. 3.75"
x 3.25" x 3”. A stout and sturdy timetelling sentinel on your desk, our Royce
Table Clock is patterned after Cold-War
era gauges and Atomic instrumentation.

Brass and nickel plate. 3.5" x 3.5" x
2”. With its heavy solid brass case
cast directly from a WWII original, the
Sherman Table Clock is as robust and
distinctive today as it was when mounted
on the dash panel of an American tank.

Brass and polished aluminum. 3" x
2.5" x 3”. Honoring the English pilots
from the Battle of Britain, the Spitfire
Table Clock replicates timepieces
found in the cramped cockpits of the
fighter aircraft of the Royal Air Force
during 1940.
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TABLE CLOCKS
DASHBOARD TABLE / WALL CLOCK
TCDASNK

Cast aluminum. 4.5” x 10” x 4”. Reminiscent of dashboard
instruments of classic 1930s era British sports cars, the
Dashboard Table/Wall Clock features twin counterpart period
dials of black and white, allowing you to display two different
time zones. Not only does the clock have dual time zones, but it
serves dual purposes as it can be hung on the wall or stood on
a desk or table.

TYLER

TCTYLAL
ACTYLAL

ANNETTE

table clock
alarm clock

TCANNBR
ACANNBR

Nickel plated case. Cast brass. 6” x 4” x 4”. The Pendulux Tyler
Table Clock provides English charm to your home or office with
its heavy nickel plated case and cast brass fittings. Copied from
an original found in a 1910 London luxury hotel, this solid clock
tilts back for viewing, revealing its authentically elegant dial.
Now available as an Alarm Clock.

table clock
alarm clock

Brass and polished aluminum. 6” x 4” x 4”. Our Tyler Clock has
consistently been one of our most popular styles so we’ve added
a companion – the Annette Table Clock. The case is now cast in
brass with aluminum accents and features a simple, yet stunning,
black dial.
Now available as an Alarm Clock.

table clock

table clock

alarm clock

alarm clock
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TABLE CLOCKS
DIVER TABLE CLOCK

SKIPPER TABLE CLOCK

Cast aluminum and brass. 9” x 7” x
2.5”. Inspired by early hard hat diving
gear, the Diver Table Clock has a
glass crystal and brass porthole
that protects the clock whether at
the surface or at remarkable depths
while the high contrast dial shows
accurate time, even through
murky waters.

Polished aluminum
and brass. 12” x 7.5”
x 5”. The ship’s wheel
design of the Skipper is
actually copied from a
1930s desk thermometer
given as a premium by
a manufacturer of boat
parts at the time. A
carefully designed
dial is true to the
designs of the era
with a color that
evokes the deep
blue sea.

TCSKIAL

TCDIVAL

WALL VERSION
p42

STEAMBOAT TABLE CLOCK
TCSTEBR

Painted aluminum and brass, marble base.
11.5” x 15” x 5.5”. This stately mantel clock was
designed with a nod to model ships encased
in glass and mounted on solid frames. Ours
incorporates a clock with a housing borrowed from
a 1910 steamship’s bridge. The operable brass
steam piston on the stern portrays the movement
of the original parts found on those ships and
sparks interaction as well as the imagination.
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DÉCOR
BRISTOL FRAMES
OBBRSBR
OBBRLBR

small
large

Polished brass.
Small base: 3” x 4.5” x 2.5”. Small glass: 5” x 7”.
Large base: 3.5” x 5.5” x 3”. Large glass: 8” x 10”.
Simple elegance meets machine-age with the
Bristol Frames. Handmade from heavy sheet brass,
the graceful arched bases and industrial fittings
provide an ample support structure. The glass can
be positioned vertically or horizontally to provide
display options.

large

small

GENEVA FRAMES
FRGESAL
FRGELAL

small
large

Solid nickel plated & polished cast brass.
Small base:: 2.5” x 3.5" x 4.5". Small glass: 5” x 7”.
Large base: 3” x 5” x 5.5”. Large glass 8” x 10”. Modeled after a
19th century Swiss watchmaker’s staking tool, these precision
brass jaw photo frames hold your family photos in a distinctive
manner. Thick glass frames can be positioned horizontally or
vertically on the three heavy turned brass legs to stand level on
your mantel or table.

small

large
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DÉCOR
GUNSMITH FRAMES

VISE FRAMES

Polished brass.
Small base: 3” x 4” x 3.5”. Small glass:
5” x 7”. Large base: 5” x 4.5” x 3.5”.
Large glass: 8” x 10”. The base of
these frames is copied directly from
an 1890s American gunsmith’s repair
tool. The tool was used
for holding small receiver
and trigger parts during
finishing before they
were assembled onto the
firearm. Our authentic
recreation holds two panes
of glass firmly together to
create an elegant frame.

Cast iron.
Small base: 3.5” x 3” x 4”.
Small glass: 5” x 7”. Large
base: 3.5” x 3” x 5” Large
glass: 8” x 10”. This small
replica of a steelworker’s
vise would have been
carried in a salesman’s
briefcase instead of the
full sized vise. Ours is cast
iron as the original would
have been and has been
fitted with padding and
a solid base to create a
beautiful photo frame that
perfectly captures the beauty
of industrial instruments.

OBGUSBR
OBGULBR

small
large

OBVISBK
OBVILBK

small

small
large

large

large
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small

DÉCOR
SAWHORSE STANDS
OBSHSBR
OBSHLBR

small
large

Polished brass. Small: 3” x 5.5” x 2.5”. Large: 4.5” x 6.5”
x 3”. First documented in 1556 in use by a European

metalsmith, the sawhorse has remained basically
unchanged for nearly five centuries. These scale
versions are complete with nail holes and a miniature
pair of handmade scale tools readily at hand. A clever
trough allows a mobile phone or small tablet to be
displayed and charged at a convenient angle.

large

small

GENEVA STAND

ANVIL STAND

Solid cast aluminum and polished brass. Available in two
sizes: Large 8.5” x 4.5” x 5.5”, Small 7” x 3.5” x 5”. An
enlarged version of a 1910 Swiss watchmaker’s tool, this
stand supports your devices on
polished brass clamps and aluminum
body. Features a slot for charging
cord for your tablet or phone.

Cast iron and brass. 3” x 4.5” x 3”.
Our Anvil Stand is replicated from a
salesman’s sample blacksmithing
tool circa 1910. This miniature
anvil takes up much less space
on the desk than the original
and makes a nifty place to keep
business cards handy (or a cool
spot to park your smartphone!).

OBGESAL
OBGELAL

small
large

small

OBANVBK

large
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DÉCOR
APOLLO STAND

ANCHOR STAND

Cast aluminum and brass. 7” x 6” x 5”. Keep your futuristic
communicator devices from flying into deep space with the
Apollo Stand. The design of the asymmetrical base was inspired
by the various UFOs that crash-landed their ways onto the covers
of 1950s science fiction magazines. Adjustable to multiple
viewing angles.

Cast aluminum and brass. 10.25” x 6” x 6”.
Patterned after the stockless anchors of 19th
century whaling vessels, the Anchor Stand
offers the ideal mooring point for your
phone. The brass fittings support even the
larger smartphone models. Folds flat for
stowage below deck.

OBAPOBR

OBANCAL

MICROPHONE PENCIL HOLDER

MICROPHONE STAND

Solid cast polished aluminum.
7” x 3.5” x 3.5”.

Solid cast polished aluminum.
7” x 3.5” x 3.5”.

OBMCHAL

OBMCSAL

Based on the microphone that defined the 1940s, our matching
Microphone Pencil Holder and Microphone Stand have an authentic
look and feel with a flourish of polished cast aluminum. Bring the retro
cabaret appeal to your desk with this famous duo.
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DÉCOR
LOCOMOTIVE BOOKENDS
OBLOCAL

Cast aluminum, brass and cast iron. 6.25” x 11” x 3.5” (set).
Featuring an engine from the golden age of American steam power,
our Locomotive Bookends are cast from solid hand polished
aluminum. Authentic brass details and
heavy cast iron bases hold any number of
books securely and at the ready.

EAGLE BOOKENDS

FOX BOOKENDS

Polished aluminum, brass and cast iron. 6” x 11.5” x 3.5” (set).
Based on a mold made from an actual eagle skull, our Eagle
Bookends proudly support your book collection between two
heavy cast iron bases. The highly detailed skull is sand-cast in
aluminum and then hand polished. The skull is attached to the
base with a solid brass fitting.

Polished aluminum, brass and cast iron. 6” x 11.5” x 3.5” (set).
Cast in hand polished aluminum from an actual harvested
specimen, our Fox Bookends show the beauty of the natural
world while lending a truly distinctive flair to your bookshelf.
Heavy cast iron bases with felt lining ensure they hold even the
heaviest books securely in place.

OBEAGAL

OBFOXAL
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DÉCOR

aluminum

MOTORCYCLE BOOKENDS
OBMOTBK black

OBMOTAL aluminum

Cast aluminum, cast iron and brass. 5.5" x 8.15" x 3.5”(set).
Ready to race speedily across your tabletop or bookshelf, the iconic form of American
transportation and wanderlust displays your book collection securely between two
spoked wheels. Our Motorcycle Bookends are available in either brightly polished
aluminum or matte black paint finish, both with brass highlights.

GOLF BOOKENDS
OBGOLAL

Aluminum, wood and cast iron. 7.25” x 11” x 4” (set).
Cast directly from an original 1903 Schenectady Putter
that took the golfing world by storm because of its
revolutionary design. Our Golf Bookends are hand
made in aluminum with a vintage patina, and feature
a realistic hardwood shaft. A brass 1900s era golf ball
awaits its journey to the cup, and victory.
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black

DÉCOR
WINDLASS BOOKENDS
OBWINAL

Cast aluminum, brass, iron.
7” x 14.5” x 5” (set). Looking to brave the
high seas? Our Windlass Bookends are
miniature versions of early turnbuckles
that regulated sail line tension. The
operational hand wheel and screw will
keep your editions of Melville and Verne
upright while you’re still trying to find your
sea legs.

DRAFTSMAN BOOKENDS
OBDRFGR

Stamped and cast iron. 11.5” x
12.5” x 3.5” (set). Made from two
pairs of replica calipers permanently
fixed to heavy cast iron bases, our
Draftsman Bookends display the
simple elegance of these tools used
in engineering and map making,
virtually unchanged over hundreds of
years. The iron calipers are given a
vintage patina and the bases are feltlined to protect your desk top.

RAY GUN BOOKENDS
OBRAYAL
Polished cast aluminum, cast
iron and brass.
8.5" x 8.5" x 3.5” (set).
Whether supporting a vintage
set of science fiction novels
or the latest space thrillers,
Pendulux Ray Gun Bookends hearken back to a time not so long ago
when the sky teemed with UFO sightings and little green men. Cast in
solid polished aluminum with brass accents, and secured for posterity
on heavy iron bases, your book collection will weather meteor showers
and alien attack without difficulty.
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DÉCOR

DIVER HELMET BOOKENDS
OBDBEBR

Antiqued brass and cast iron. 5.5"x 8” x 3.75” (set). Based on
the famous Mark V Diving Helmet, which was standard issue
for the US Navy from 1916 until the mid 1980s. Our Diver
Helmet Bookends keep your book collection ship shape and
ready for action.

CANNON BOOKENDS
OBCANAL

Polished aluminum, brass and cast iron. 4” x 8.5” x 4.25” (set).
Modeled after late 19th century artillery pieces, our Cannon Bookends
stand sentinel on your bookshelf. Cast in solid, polished aluminum and
embellished with brass details, the guns are secured to heavy cast iron
bases to keep your favorite editions secure.

RACE CAR
OBCARSM
OBCARLG

small

small
large

Polished aluminum and brass.
Small: 2.5” x 7” x 3.25”.
Large: 3” x 10” x 4.5”
Reminiscent of the powerful Indy cars of the 1950s,
our Large and Small Race Cars are ready to rumble.
Hand cast from solid aluminum and polished
with precision, the brass details lend a sense of
elegance to these dynamic driving machines.
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DÉCOR

FISHING BOOKENDS
OBFISAL

Polished aluminum, brass and cast iron.
4” x 9” x 3” (set). Two actual size reels perched on
heavy cast iron bases provide ample weight to hold
your collection of fishing books and periodicals. Hand
finished in cast aluminum and featuring solid brass
fittings, our Fishing Bookends look ready to land
the largest fish your
imagination can muster.

ROCKET BOOKENDS
OBRBEAL

Cast aluminum, brass, iron.
7” x 14.5” x 5” (set). As if split by a wormhole, the two solid cast
polished aluminum halves of the Rocket Bookends can hold an
infinite mass of knowledge between them. Heavy sand-cast iron
bases and soft felt bottoms keep planetary sagas secure without
scratching shelves, while the brass antenna and portholes allow
unseen passengers to look out over your personal library.

SUBMARINE BOOKENDS
OBSUBAL

Polished cast aluminum, brass and cast iron. 5.25” x 12.5” x 3.5” (set).
Rising from the depths, our Submarine Bookends are patterned after the
famous submersible machines that prowled the Atlantic during WWII.
Hand cast in polished aluminum and featuring solid brass details on
heavy cast iron bases,
your prized books are
secured safely from
stem to stern.
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DÉCOR
OUTBOARD MOTOR BOOKENDS
OBOBEPT
OBOBEAL

painted
aluminum

Available in painted or polished aluminum and cast iron. 7” x 11” x 3.5” (set). We’re fascinated with Japanese electric model toy boats
from the 1950s. The motors for these were very true to the full sized originals and were painted in the mod colors of the day. We’ve
borrowed the outboards from a couple of these models and created a pair of bookends well suited to any boating enthusiast. Mounted
to heavy cast iron plates that will keep your books in place no matter how choppy the waters become.

painted

aluminum

KARL STAND
OBKRSAL

ARCHIMEDES DESK SET
OBARCBR

Polished aluminum, brass. 9” x 5” x 3.5”.
Whether seated or standing upright, our
Karl Stand is a cheerful mechanical desktop
companion, seemingly straight out of a
science fiction B movie. Patterned after
vintage hand tools and other machine parts,
Karl can hold your phone or small tablet
for handy viewing, or simply sit sentinel on
your tabletop. Karl’s adjustable arms and
legs satisfy the most fidgety of earth bound
humanoids.

Solid polished brass. 7” x 6.5” x 3”. We’ve dismantled
a toy steam engine originally made around 1905 and
reassembled the brass components into a truly new
and unique desk accessory. This handsome contraption
features a hinged clock that tilts up and down for the
perfect viewing angle. A miniature hand crank raises
and lowers an apparatus to dispense your pencil. Pencil
included.
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DÉCOR

SCRIBNER
OBSCSNK
OBSCLNK
OBSCSBR
OBSCLBR

nickel small
nickel large
brass small
brass large

Brushed brass or polished aluminum.
Small: 2” x 4.5” x 6”. Large: 2” x 7” x 10”.
Inspired by a French notepad holder made in 1930 and designed for use in
restaurants and hotels. Ours are updated with a bit of industrial style with the
addition of a wingnut to hold the bar which secures the notepad in place. Comes
with a stylish Pendulux notepad (replacement pads are available for purchase).
Available in brushed solid brass or polished nickel over brass construction.

nickel small

nickel large

brass small

brass large

FIDGET SHARPENER
OBFIDBR

METROPOLIS DESK SET

Cast and machined brass.
4.25" x 2.25" x 2.25”.
Diminutive yet robust,
Fidget Sharpener is both
an indestructible and
indispensable tool for the
discerning desktop. A precision
German-made sharpener
is encased in a solid brass
cylinder, supported on three
stout feet. The included
pencil stores in a clever tube.
A spinnable rubber-ringed
flywheel on top provides
endless - and mindless entertainment.

Polished brass.
10.5” x 8” x 5.5”.
We’ve updated a
19th century desk
stand for fountain
pens to house the
instruments of today’s
letter-writing. The
set includes a letter
opener that is very close
to the original, but our
version also includes two
industrial inspired brass
tubes with knobs to hold
any standard pencil or
pen. Pencil included.
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DÉCOR
AIRPLANE ENGINE
REPLICAS

DIVER HELMET
REPLICAS

Cast aluminum and cast
iron. 15”, 12” and 11” x
4”. Allow old obsessions
to take center stage
as you proudly display
your Airplane Engine
Replicas that are each
patterned after actual
1950s model airplane
engines. The propellers fully spin (though the powder-coated
iron stands prevent takeoff). No modeling glue or assembly
required!

Brass and cast iron.
15”, 12” and 11” x
4”. Adorn your desk
with these curios
pulled from the watery
depths. The Diver
Helmet Replicas are
exacting miniatures of
various styles of vintage dive helmets popularized
in the 1800s. These replicas are crafted with solid
all-brass construction, just like the originals that
once braved the sea floors.

OBAIRAL

OBDIVBR

OUTBOARD MOTOR REPLICAS
OBOUTPT
OBOUTAL

painted
aluminum

Available in painted or polished aluminum and cast iron. 15”, 12” and 11” x 4” x 4”. We’ve again used our favorite Japanese model
boat engines as inspiration to create something cool for the home; this time taking battery powered engines from three different
styles of boat. Each is cast in solid aluminum and then painted in the same bright colors that match the originals or polished to
create a stylized version.

aluminum

painted
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DÉCOR

domed

cylinder

round

DIVER HELMETS LARGE Antiqued brass. Cylinder: 22” x 12” x 16”, Domed: 23” x 14” x 17” Round: 17” x 11” x 16.5”. Our set of three
OBDILBR
OBDI1BR
OBDI2BR
OBDI3BR

set of 3
cylinder
domed
round

full-size Diver Helmets is based on actual antique 19th century helmets used for military and commercial
marine applications – the classic spherical one used for deeper operations, and
set of 3
the two cylindrical models made for shallower dives. Made of heavy brassfinished metal, with solid brass details and fittings, ours evoke the days of
hard hat diving, and displayed on your wall make a truly seaworthy statement.

BARBARA MIRROR
OBBARMR

Reclaimed elm, mirror.
Frame: 45” Dia X 4”. Mirror: 36” Dia.
A keen complement to any
console or sideboard, this
mirror uses reclaimed elm
wood that brings both
contemporary style and
warmth to the home.
Impressive in size, the
Barbara mirror is a
bold statement above
any piece of furniture
or hung simply on its
own.
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DÉCOR
WINDSOR WALL DÉCOR GREY
VOBWDSGR

WINDSOR WALL DÉCOR BLUE
VOBWDSBL

Gloss enamel finished
sheet metal.
30” Dia x 4.25”.

grey

blue

Inspired by tones of land and sea, the Windsor and Stinson enamelware are
in hues of grey/brown and deep blue/seafoam. The Windsor is a shallow
basin designed to hang on the wall and makes a beautiful complement to the
Stinson urns, available in two sizes.

STINSON VASE GREY
VOBSTIGS
VOBSTIGL

small
large

STINSON VASE BLUE
VOBSTIBS
VOBSTIBL

small
large

Gloss enamel finished
sheet metal.
S: 20.5” x 15.5” Dia.
L: 23” x 17.5” Dia.

small

large
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large

DÉCOR
BRUGES GLASS DECANTER
VOBBRUGL

Clear blown glass with
etched laurel pattern.
9.5” x 3.25” Dia.

Inspired by the golden age of cinema of the 1930s and 1940s,
our decanters mimic those found on the bar carts of those
stylized interiors. Three distinct shapes can be mixed and
matched to hold a variety of your favorite spirits.

SOPRON GLASS DECANTER

LUGO GLASS DECANTER

VOBSOPGL

VOBLUGGL

Clear blown glass with
shaped ridges and etching.
9” x 6” Dia.

Clear blown glass with
etched laurel pattern.
10” x 6.25” Dia.

A nod to 1950s
modernism is the
inspiration behind
these stunning vases.
A deep forest green
color and combination
of textures pick up light
in the room to create
a deep, sophisticated
glow. Varying shapes
and height can be
combined to create a
stunning display on
the cocktail table or
console.

OPAVA VASE

MOST BOWL

LIBEREC VASE

Substantial green/black
glass with varied textures.
10” x 11.4” Dia.

Substantial green/black
glass with varied textures.
7” x 16” Dia.

Substantial green/
black glass with
varied textures.
18” x 8” Dia.

VOBOPAGL
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WALL CLOCKS
CHICAGO FACTORY WALL CLOCK
WCCHFWE

Steel case, brass, glass lens.
9” x 11.5” x 5”. Inspired by the highly accurate master
clocks that graced the floors of factories in the 1940s, the
Chicago Factory Wall Clock features a bi-level dial that
reveals an open brass gear assembly. Outfitted with a
working seconds hand and
solid brass knobs, the
hinged front opens
outwards.

FIRST MATE WALL CLOCK

DIVER WALL CLOCK

WCFIMAL

WCDIVAL

Polished aluminum and
brass. 10” x 5” x 2.5”.
The cast aluminum body
and the brass bezel are
taken from a control
panel component on an
early American gunboat.
Following the maritime
inspiration, we made a
pendulum from out of a
ship’s anchor that was
used as decoration
on a plaque
commemorating
the maiden voyage
of a steamship.
The First Mate is
just the right size
to tuck into your
boat’s cabin or any
small space in the
home.

Cast Aluminum and brass.
11.5” x 7” x 2.5”. As the
moving pendulum of the Diver
Wall Clock ebbs and flows
like the neverending harbor
tide, the glass crystal and
brass porthole protects the
clock at remarkable depths.
The solid cast and polished
aluminum construction
with brass details is
inspired by early hard
hat diving gear, while
the high contrast dial
shows accurate time,
even through murky
waters.

TABLE VERSION
p26
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WALL CLOCKS
NAVY MASTER WALL CLOCK
WCNAVAL
WCNAVBK

aluminum
black

Solid cast aluminum case weighs 9lbs.
12” Dia. x 5”. An exact scale reproduction of
a 1939 US Navy master ship clock. Authentic
in every detail, including an operating sub
dial with seconds hand. These clocks were
mounted in the operations room of large
vessels, controlling all other clocks on the
ship. Available in aluminum and matte
blackout finish.

aluminum

black

DECKHAND WALL CLOCK
WCDCKAL
WCDCKBK

aluminum
black

Aluminum with beveled glass lens. 8.5” Dia. x
4”. A reproduction of the military clocks found
on French WWII submarines, our Deckhand
Wall Clock features thick beveled glass lens,
to honor its place among the demanding
conditions found in one of the submarine
fleets of the time. Available in aluminum and
matte blackout finish.

aluminum

black

DEEP SEA WALL CLOCK
WCDEEAL
WCDEEBK

aluminum
black

Black painted cast aluminum with solid
nickel hardware. 8.5” x 9” x 3.25”.
Patterned after original timepieces found
on Cold War-era Russian submarines,
this bold Deep Sea Clock lies protected
from undersea dangers behind a thick
glass lens which is securely locked to
the heavy case by the vintage solid brass
knob. Available in aluminum and matte
blackout finish.
aluminum

black
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WALL CLOCKS
NICHOLAS WALL CLOCK
WCNICWD

Wood and glass 25”Dia.
x 2.5”. Surrounded by a
riveted, solid wood frame
with a timeworn gray patina,
our Nicholas Wall Clock tells
time as distinctively today as
the original did back in a British
factory in 1912.

EXPOSITION
WALL CLOCK
WCEXPBK

Painted steel,
glass. 31” Dia. x 3”.
Featuring a dial reproduced
exactly from a clock at the
Hall Du Voyages at the Paris
Exposition of 1889, our Exposition
Wall Clock tells the time impressively.
A large recessed sub-dial and large red
sweep seconds hand is protected by a
glass lens housed in a distressed steel
frame.

LYON
WALL CLOCK
WCLYOBK

Painted steel, wood.
31” Dia. x 3”.
Inspired by early European tower clocks visible in every
town square, our Lyon Wall Clock features a large open dial
copied from a 19th Century French original. Mounted to a
sturdy steel frame, the large exposed hands are easily read
from a distance. Rivets and
visible fasteners lend realism
and authenticity to the clock’s
archaic provenance.

ZURICH WALL CLOCK
WCZURWD

Painted steel, wood. 35.5” Dia. x 3”. Reminiscent of the large clocks
found in Swiss railway stations long ago, our Zurich Wall Clock is sturdily
constructed of welded steel and riveted wood. A vintage hand-applied patina
gives the clock frame a well-used appearance.
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WALL CLOCKS
AIR STATION WALL CLOCK

DEPTH CHARGE WALL CLOCK

WCASTBK

WCDEPAL

Iron sheet metal. 18” x 43”
x 4”. Making an impressive
statement on the boardroom or
office wall, our Air Station Wall
Clock accurately presents the
time in up to four different zones
while a large dial in the middle
shows the seconds sweeping by
smoothly. Riveted steel case is
surmounted by iron conduit for a
truly industrial feel. A distressed
painted finish conveys the sense
of a well used timepiece.

Polished aluminum. 12” x 10” x 7”.
Inspired by the finned and riveted
casing on a US Navy Mark IX depth
charge used in WWII, our Depth
Charge Wall Clock presents time
boldly on your wall. Incorporating
a vintage 1930s military dial, the
heavy red seconds hand moves in a
continuous sweep motion just as in
electric clocks of the day.

AIRPORT WALL CLOCK
WCAPTBK

Iron sheet metal. 8” x 9.5” x 4.75”. Clearly presenting the time from
two directions, our Airport Wall Clock is a distinctive addition to your
airstrip, ensuring a timely departure whether from a DC-3 or 777.
Glass lenses protect the two easily read
military dials within a hinged and
double-sided steel enclosure. The
distressed black painted finish
is highlighted by solid brass
hardware.
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WALL CLOCKS
U-BOAT WALL CLOCK
WCUBOGR

Steel with distressed painted finish. 13" x 16" x 4.5”. Based on
a clock designed for use on an actual German “Unterseeboote”,
the metal casing is painted in interior green and features an
easy to read metal Arabic face with authentic pierced style
hands. Six heavy brass screws help secure the glass lens at
pressure, and the brass knob at three
o’clock ensure the case is sealed
from the elements.

CHRONOS WALL CLOCK
WCCHRWS

Steel with distressed painted finish. 18"Dia. x 2.5”. As its name
implies, our Chronos Wall Clock is designed to navigate the time
with bold precision. Pierced main hands are true to the WWII era,
and the prominent red seconds hand sweeps smoothly across
the strictly business dial with urgency. The two bi-level sub dials
indicate elapsed hours and minutes, and
are operated independently of the main
movement.

FLIGHT TIMER WALL CLOCK

PROPELLER WALL CLOCK

Steel with distressed painted finish. 18" x 18" x 3.5”. Based on
an actual WWII era Military aircraft instrument, our Flight Timer
Wall Clock is designed for quick time reference while in flight.
Oversized knobs replicate those used to record flight time as well
as to wind and set the original mechanical movement. Operable
seconds hand and flight hours hand lend an air of authenticity to
an historic timepiece.

Solid cast aluminum. 24” x 24” x 5”. Inspired by the
three blade propellers of the iconic Douglas DC-3, the
Propeller Wall Clock pays homage to that aircraft’s
famous durability with the solid, nickel plated, aluminum
construction and brass fasteners.

WCFLTBK
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WALL CLOCKS
ALTIMETER WALL CLOCK
WCALTAL
WCALTBK

aluminum
black

Aluminum, solid brass.
7.5” x 7” x 2.5”. An enlarged
version of a clock found in
WWII Army Air Corps planes,
this clock features a distinctive
black painted or polished
aluminum housing. The dial is
a reproduction of an authentic
altimeter that displayed a plane’s
altitude in thousands of feet,
while the hands were designed
to be easily seen, even when
descending rapidly from 30,000
feet.

aluminum

TABLE VERSION & ALARM VERSION
p19

POWERPLANT WALL CLOCK
WCPOWAL

Solid cast and polished aluminum and brass. 14” Dia. x 3”.
First developed in 1904 for aircraft use, the radial engine
became one of the most reliable means of power for aircraft
from the First World War through the second, and is still in
use around the world today. An array of air-cooled cylinders
operated the crankshaft that turned the propeller. Because
their power to weight ratio was better than most inline engines,
radial engines became popular not only for aircraft but also for
vehicles such as tanks, and later, helicopters. Our Powerplant
Wall Clock is representative of the type of radial engine found
in US Aircraft from the 1920s through the 1940s.
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black

WALL CLOCKS
CARGO WALL CLOCK
WCCARWD

Wood and sheet metal. 19” Dia. x 3.5”.The Army Air Corps was created
shortly after the First World War and in 1941 became the United States
Air Force, as it is known today. The first landing of an aircraft on a
carrier occurred in October, 1922. The Cargo Wall Clock combines a
distinctively nautical frame with an authentic cockpit dial to produce a
timepiece paying tribute to this partnership in early aviation and maritime
technology.

QUARTERMASTER WALL CLOCK
WCQTMBL

Cast aluminum and brass., 10" x 11” x 4.5”. The asymmetrical
design of the Quartermaster Wall Clock reveals the functionality
of its history as a steamship’s
passageway lamp. The heavy convex
lens that once held an incandescent
bulb now instead houses a
vintage high-contrast dial that
can be viewed from several
angles.
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WALL CLOCKS
ROCKET WALL CLOCK
WCRKTAL

Polishesd cast aluminum and brass. 17” x 4.5” x 5”.
Whether traversing the universe or a kid’s bedroom, our Rocket
Wall Clock conveys the time of day at the speed of light.
Constructed of polished aluminum and brass trim, it travels in
level or vertical flight – or any point in between – thanks to a
360 degree hanger on the back. The clock dial rotates to any
angle for viewing by earthlings.
TABLE VERSION
p16

ENGINE ROOM WALL CLOCK
WCENGLG
WCENGSM

large
small

Steel with distressed painted finish.
Large: 21” x 18” x 2.25”. Small: 10” x 8” x 3”.
Industrial in every way, our Engine Room Wall Clock
features hard lines and oversized fasteners to attest
to its rugged demeanor. Based on clocks found in
the engine rooms of ships and mechanical rooms
of factories, the bold hands tell time at a moment's
notice while a smooth running seconds hand
moves with precision over the bi-level clock dial.

small

large
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WALL CLOCKS
CONTROL ROOM WALL CLOCK
WCCONWE

Steel case with glass lens. 19.5” Dia. x 5”.
With its inner minute track, high contrast
numbers, and distinctive orange-red
hands, the Control Room Wall Clock
embodies the accuracy and precision
of the Atomic age. With its rustic
gray finish and dark bi-level
descending dial that
displays military time as
well, it adds depth and
complexity to your
wall.

SKYWAY WALL CLOCK

PERSHING WALL CLOCK

Steel case with glass lens. 21” Dia. x 3.5”.
Inspired by an original found at a 1950s
military airstrip, our version features a
rugged grey steel riveted case with glass
lens and a two-level dial with a working
seconds hand. The vintage pattern
hands and numbers are painted
white to contrast with the
jet-black clock dial.

Steel case with glass lens. 9.5” Dia. x 1.5”.
Named after General John J. “Blackjack”
Pershing of First World War fame, this
wall clock is based on the cushion shape
of a “Trench Watch” from The Great War
with a dial copied exactly from an original
example. The military provenance is readily
apparent with period hands behind the
glass crystal making
time telling easy at a
quick glance.

WCPERAL

WCSKYGR
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WALL CLOCKS
MARINE WALL CLOCK

AIRSHIP WALL CLOCK

Steel case, solid brass hardware. 14.5” x 12.5” x 5”. Anchoring
the space on your wall with depth and classic utility, this
reproduction of a 1940s French naval clock once used in
submarines and surface ships features a distinctive dual level
clock dial. The bold outer dial displays the hour, while the
submerged subdial reports minutes and seconds.

Nickel plated aluminum case. 14.5” x 15” x 4.5”. This exact
reproduction of a 1930s military clock offers time-tested
functionality and style in a lightweight but rugged aluminum
case. A functioning plated brass latch keeps the glass door
secure during turbulence, while the black military style dial and
Arabic numerals can be read in a split second from a distance.

WCMARGR

WCASHAL

KIRKLEY WALL CLOCK
WCKIFGR
WCKIOGR

non-operational
operational

Steel with matte painted finish. 60” Dia. x 5”. By far the largest
clock in our collection, the Kirkley wall clock is patterned after an
actual late 19th Century European tower clock. Measuring a full 60”
diameter, Kirkley is made of riveted sheet
steel with heavy counterweighted
iron hands, just like the original.
Kirkley is available as an
accurate, operational clock
with a heavy-duty UL
Listed American-made
movement or as a static
display piece featuring
adjustable hands.
Finished in industrial
grey, Kirkley makes a
bold, timely statement
on the great room wall.
non-operational

operational
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SMITHSONIAN COLLECTION

We are proud to present the Smithsonian Collection by Pendulux – a line of products inspired by the
collections of this most venerable organization. This exciting collaboration with the Smithsonian has allowed
us the privilege of going behind the scenes at the museums to view the inventions and innovations that have
shaped our country and the world. Drawing inspiration from these marvels of history, we have created a series
of unique items for the home that capture the spirit of American ingenuity.
S M IT HS O NI A N C O L L E CT I ON
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SMITHSONIAN COLLECTION
P-51 CONTROL STICK STAND
SIOBPSAL

Polished aluminum and brass. 7” x 3.5” x 4”. The American P-51 was
considered by many to be the best fighter aircraft in WWII, and is credited
with helping to turn the tide of the war. Cast in hand polished aluminum
from a vintage original, ours features an operating brass trigger and angle
adjustment to make sure your phone is presented at the correct altitude.

X-15 STAND
SIOBXSAL

Polished aluminum, brass and cast iron. 12.5” x 4.25” x 3.75”. The
North American X-15 was a rocket powered aircraft developed in the
1950s to explore the edge of space. In 1967 it set an all-time speed
record of 4,520 MPH, a record that still stands today. Our X-15 is cast
from hand polished aluminum with a brass nose tip, and the black cast
iron base cradles your phone at the ready.

VINTAGE MICROPHONE STAND
SIOBVMAL

Polished aluminum and brass. 5.5” x 3.5” x 4”. Patterned directly after a
vintage 1950s microphone, our stand is faithfully recreated in hand cast
and polished aluminum, and securely mounted to an adjustable polished
sheet brass stand, with the added convenience of a pencil tray and holes
for your charging cable.
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SMITHSONIAN COLLECTION
TRANSMITTER TABLE CLOCK
SITCTRBK

Polished aluminum, brass and
wood. 9” x 4.5” x 5”. Inspired
by the plethora of eclectic and
electric communications devices
of the early 20th Century, our
Transmitter Table Clock is
a wonderful combination of
vintage knobs, dials, switches
and antennas. Made of wood,
aluminum and brass, it features
an accurate quartz clock with
dial recessed behind a glass lens
and brass bezel. Realistic side
vents ensure the device retains
its cool on your desk.

DECO MICROPHONE CLOCK
SITCDEAL

Polished aluminum and brass. 6.5” x 11” x 5.5”. Patterned after
the distinctive spring-damped microphones of the 1930s, our
Deco Microphone Table Clock is a perfect balance of form and
function. A polished aluminum base, cast from a period original,
supports the adjustable suspension-ring, which encircles a brass
bezel period clock dial. Brass details and hardware complete the
nostalgic look.
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SMITHSONIAN COLLECTION
PROFESSOR TABLE CLOCK
SITCPFAL

Polished aluminum and brass.
4” x 6” x 4”. Part gizmo, part
table clock, part time machine,
our Professor Table Clock is
a nod to the pre-computer
era. A hand polished cast
aluminum Deco base
encases the distinctive
black dial clock, the time
directly readable at a
glance. Four knurled
dummy-knobs add a
vintage touch, while the
brass crank on the side
provides entertainment for
fidgety fingers.

JET BOOKENDS
SIOBJEAL

Polished aluminum, brass and cast iron. 5.5” x 8.5” x 3.5” Thanks
to the advent of jet aircraft during WWII, the design of aircraft
made rapid and dramatic change. Our Jet Bookends represent an
early single engine aircraft from the 1950s, heading boldly into the
stratosphere. Cast in solid polished aluminum with brass details,
and mounted on heavy cast iron bases to keep your books secure.
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LIGHTING

ELECTRO LAMPS
TLELSWS single
TLELDWD double

CASCADE LANTERN
TLCASAL

Distressed wood, brass and cloth
covered electrical cord. Single: 5”
x 3.5” x 5”. Double: 10” x 3.5” x 5”.
Straight from the laboratory of a mad
scientist, the Electro Lamps utilize
vintage inspired bulbs to fully illuminate
your master plan. The wooden box
with vintage patina and solid brass
details utilizes a rotary switch that
independently controls each bulb to
suit the perfect level of darkness
that your devious plans require.
Available in a single or double
fixture. Add both to a bookshelf
to create a a unique look in
your laboratory. Bulbs sold
separately. To order as shown,
add Standard bulb (OBSTACL)
for Single. Add Marconi
(OBMARCL) and Radio
(OBRADCL) bulb for Double.
single

Brass, polished
aluminum and cloth covered
electrical cord. 14.5” x 8.5” x
8.5”. Conquer the long winter
nights with the Cascade
Lantern that was inspired
by 1930s Austrian camping
lanterns. The solid brass and
cast aluminum construction
will match the rugged
furnishings of your mountain
retreat, while the glass
cylinder and copper screen
will keep the lighting as warm
as the heat from your roaring
fireplace.
Suggested bulb: Radio

double
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LIGHTING

RAYMOND TABLE LAMP
TLRAYAS

Heavy solid brass construction with electro-plated
nickel and cloth covered electrical cord.
Height adjustable up to 31”. Base: 15” x 15”. This lamp is
our homage to Raymond Loewy, an American industrial
designer responsible for the look of many of the iconic
streamliners in the 1930s. The clever circular assembly
at the center allows for a full range of height and reach
adjustments. The knobs are replicated from machine knobs
originally manufactured in 1910. The pewter-colored finish
brings the elegant art-deco style of the old streamliner to
your desk or bedside.
ETL-listed.

PABLO TABLE LAMP
TLPABAS

Heavy solid brass construction with electro-plated
nickel and cloth covered electrical cord.
Height adjusts 22 - 33”. Base 11” x 12”.
The shapes and images created by Pablo Picasso
inspired the creation of a lamp that brings those
designs to life. A counterweight that is cast from an
original 1880s clock weight allows easy adjustment
to different heights. The open construction of the
shade is copied from a desk lamp also from the
1920s and allows light to shine brightly from the back
while being focused on the task at hand in the front.
ETL-listed.
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LIGHTING

CRANE TABLE LAMP
TLCRAAS

Solid brass, electro-plated nickel and cloth
covered electrical cord.
Height adjusts 22” - 39”. Base 9” x 6”.
We are inspired by the historical cranes
that were used to build such icons as the
Empire State Building and the Golden Gate
Bridge. These machines always had subtle
elements of the style of the time. From the
Art Deco of the 1920s to the modernism
of the 1940s - we have captured that
industrial elegance in the Crane Lamp.
The arm adjusts smoothly using the
counterweight to balance the vented shade
so there is directed light at any height. An
electro-plated nickel finish has an antique
patina that perfectly brings industrial
construction into home décor.
ETL-listed.
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LIGHTING
MARYLYN TABLE LAMP
TLMARBR

JULIA TABLE LAMP
TLJULBR

Aluminum cloth covered
shade and cloth clovered
electrical cord. 21” x
10” x 10”. A stark metal
tripod with a brushed gold
finish makes a dramatic
statement in the Marylyn
Lamp. The cream cloth
covered shade gives
a contrasting soft glow
when lit.
UL-listed.

Brass finished aluminum
and cloth covered electrical
cord. 21” x 10” x 10”. The
satin brass finished bent legs
of the tripod base create a
unique stand for this elegant
lamp. A metal shade that is
perforated sits neatly inside
the frame and generates a
modern glow.
UL-listed.

ALEXANDER TABLE
LAMP

MEMPHIS TABLE LAMP
TLMEMAL

TLALEBR

Cast aluminum, brass and cloth covered
electrical cord. Height adjusts 18” - 36”.
Base: 6” x 6”. Directly descended from a
1950s riverboat passageway lamp, the
Memphis Table Lamp sports industrial
simplicity and utility with its
adjustable machined brass knobs
and weighted base that allows
maximum customization for
the perfect reading angle.

Brass, aluminum and cloth
covered electrical cord.
Height adjusts 22” - 27”.
Base: 9.5” x 9.5”. The
Alexander Table Lamp is
a master union of classic
machine age utility and
innovation. The lamp
shade and supports are
derived from the light fixture of 1910 industrial British
sewing machines, while the precise solid cast brass
base is modified from vintage outside micrometers.
A solid brass counterweight balances the adjustable
powdercoated frame. Includes cloth cord and inline
switch.
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LIGHTING
Lise Table Lamp
VTLLISBR

SOUTHAMPTON TABLE LAMP
TLSOUNK

Brass library lamp with glass
diffuser shade. 20” x 15.5” Dia.
Inspired by vintage European library
lamps from the 1930s, the Lise Table
Lamp is constructed of solid brass
with a lightly polished finish that
gives an antique feel. A frosted glass
disk at the top of the lamp allows
light to shine through, creating a
warm glow from the top.
ETL-listed.

Nickel plate, solid brass and cloth covered
electrical cord. Height adjusts 15” - 23”.
Base: 7” x 7”. A pure union of form and
function, this lamp shines with heavy
nickel plated construction punctuated
with working solid brass adjustment
knobs. Reminiscent of 19th century
machinery, the vintage aesthetic is
accentuated by the cloth cord and
fully functional counterweight.
Suggested bulb: Vintage

BERLIN TABLE LAMP
TLBERAL
Nickel plated brass, cast aluminum,
solid brass and cloth covered electrical
cord. Height adjusts 20” - 30”. Base:
10” x 10”. Inspired by a desk lamp found
in a vintage photograph of a noted
German scientist’s study, this stately
lamp features spirited curves and solid
brass locking knobs, which adjust the
angle and height. The vintage hand
crank and three-legged base are
modified from an industrial era
shop light.
Suggested bulb: Standard
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LIGHTING
PARISIEN TABLE LAMP
TLPARBR
Brass, cast aluminum and cloth covered
electrical cord. Height adjusts 15” - 19”.
Base: 6” x 6”. The Parisien Table Lamp utilizes
a heavy iron base that is cast from an old clock
bell to stand firm among the amassing papers
and blueprints that cover your desk. Its solid
brass components that form a stunning
complement to the dark cast iron are
based on 19th century draftsmen’s
lamps, while the functioning brass
adjustment wheel allows you to find
the perfect position to illuminate your
workspace.

MARCONI STANDARD RADIO VINTAGE

Bulbs are not included with lamps
MANCHESTER TABLE LAMP
TLMANBK
Heavy powder coated black steel, brass components and cloth
covered electrical cord. Height adjusts: 15” to 30”. Base: 9”
x 9”. A homage to the engineering spirit of the Industrial Age,
this lamp illuminates in a stunning union of black steel and
solid machined brass. With exposed steel tension springs and
a prevalent solid brass counterweight and pulley mechanism,
grace your table with a working light and true mechanical relic.
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LIGHTING
GIORGIO WALL LAMP
TLGIOWL

Brushed nickel and
antiqued brass.
62” x 6” x 8”.

A distinctive perforated
metal finish creates subtle
streams of light playing
through the shade of
the Giorgio and Janice
Wall Lamps. Each has a
dramatically tapered post
while the Giorgio is a slightly
longer double-mount and
the Janice has a single
mounting plate.
UL-listed

JANICE WALL LAMP
TLJANWL

Brushed nickel and
antiqued brass.
35” x 5” x 6”.

PERRY WALL LAMP
TLPERWL

Heavy solid brass with
nickel plate. 26” x 8” x 8”.
A brushed nickel cage
creates a distinctive frame
for this dramatic wall
lamp. An extra-long
cord and pulley system
give the ability to
raise and lower the
light by tying off the
cord on the hook
affixed to the arm mount.
UL-listed
Suggested bulb: Standard

Janice

Giorgio

CYPRESS FLOOR LAMP
FLCYPAS

RAYMOND FLOOR LAMP

Heavy solid brass with silver plate
and cloth covered electrical cord.
Height adjusts 30” – 49”, arm 22”,
base 9” x 12”. A study in simple
balance, the Cypress Floor Lamp
adjusts vertically, horizontally, and
laterally to provide light exactly
where needed. An ingenious locking
joint with folding knob copied from a
1930s alarm clock provides secure
positioning. Two rigid struts at the
base ensure vertical integrity. A
vintage 1920s industrial factory lamp
shade adds understated elegance.
ETL-listed

FLRAYAS

Heavy solid brass construction
with electro-plated nickel and
cloth covered electrical cord.
Height adjusts 50” to 67”,
arm 21”, base 12”. The floor
lamp version of our homage to
Raymond Loewy fitted with the
same clever circular assembly
at the center as our table version
that allows for a full range of
height and reach adjustments.
ETL-listed
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LIGHTING
CRANE FLOOR LAMP

DALLAS FLOOR LAMP

FLCRAAS

FLDALBR

Heavy solid brass, electro-plated nickel and cloth covered
electrical cord. Height adjusts 48” to 56”, arm 36, base
9” x 18”. The same inspiration from historical industrial
cranes that created the table version of the Crane Lamp now
shines through in the floor version. With a longer reach and
substantial shade and counterweight, it is heavy duty yet
beautiful enough to grace any living room.
ETL-listed

Heavy solid brass construction with electro-plated
nickel and cloth covered electrical cord. 58” x 12” x
15”. Satin brass and nickel create contrasting tones on
this stylish floor lamp. A height-adjustable arm allows
the light source to be raised and lowered with a sleek
metal shade.
UL-listed
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FOR COMPLETE PRICING &
ORDERING INFORMATION
SEE OUR 2020 PRICELIST
PENDULUX CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Tel: 510.398.0770
info@pendulux.com
www.penduluxwholesale.com
CATALOG DESIGN Robin King
PHOTOGRAPHY Chris Roche & Robin King
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